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QUESTION 1

Rows of data going into a Transformer stage are sorted and hash partitioned by the Input.Product column. Using stage
variables, how can you determine when a new row is the first of a new group of Product rows? 

A. Create a stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_Product. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product = sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

B. Create a stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_Product. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

C. Create a stage variable named sv_Product and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product = sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

D. Create a stage variable named sv_Product and follow it by a second stage variable named sv_IsNewProduct. Map
the Input.Product column to sv_Product. The derivation for sv_IsNewProduct is: IF Input.Product sv_Product THEN
"YES" ELSE "NO". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer must compare a date column with a job parameter date to determine which output links the row belongs on.
What stage should be used for this requirement? 

A. Filter stage 

B. Switch stage 

C. Compare stage 

D. Transformer stage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A job using a one-node configuration file writes to a target Sequential File stage. The target Sequential File stage has
been set to write to three different sequential files. How many instances of the Sequential File stage will run in parallel? 

A. One. 

B. Two. 
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C. Three. 

D. The job will abort, because a configuration file with at least three nodes is required. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

In the exhibit, a Funnel stage has two input links. Input 1 (Seq_File) comes from a Sequential File stage with "Readers
per Node" set to "2". Input 2 (Dataset) comes from a dataset created with 3 partitions. In the Funnel stage, the funnel
type is set to "Sequence". 

The parallel configuration file contains 4 nodes. How many instances of the Funnel stage run in parallel? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When using a Sequential File stage as a source what are the two reject mode property options? (Choose two.) 

A. Set 

B. Fail 
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C. Save 

D. Continue 

E. Convert 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A job design consists of an input Row Generator stage, a Filter stage, followed by a Transformer stage and an output
Sequential File stage. The job is run on an SMP machine with a configuration file defined with three nodes. The
$APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION variable is set to True. 

How many player processes will this job generate? 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 6 

D. 8 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which option is required to identify a particular job player processes?Which option is required to identify a particular
job? player processes? 

A. Set $APT_DUMP_SCORE to true. 

B. Set $APT_PM_SHOW_PIDS to true. 

C. Log onto the server and issue the command "ps -ef | grep ds". 

D. Use the DataStage Director Job administration screen to display active player processes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The effective use of naming conventions means that objects need to be spaced appropriately on the DataStage
Designer canvas. For stages with multiple links,expanding the icon border can significantly improve readability. This
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approach takes extra effort at first, so a pattern of work needs to be identified and adopted to help development. Which
feature of Designer can improve development speed? 

A. Palette Layout 

B. Repository Layout 

C. Snap to Grid Feature 

D. Show Performance Statistics Feature 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You would like to pass values into parameters that will be used in a variety of downstream activity stages within a job
sequence. What are two valid ways to do this? (Choose two.) 

A. Use local parameters. 

B. Place a parameter set stage on the job sequence. 

C. Add a Transformer stage variable to the job sequence canvas. 

D. Check the "Propagate Parameters" checkbox in the Sequence Job properties. 

E. Use the UserVariablesActivity stage to populate the local parameters from an outside source such as a file. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 10

You are assigned to correct a job from another developer. The job contains 20 stages sourcing data from two Data Sets
and many sequential files. The annotation in the job indicates who wrote the job and when, not the objective of the job.
All link and stage names use the default names. One of the output columns has an incorrect value which should have
been obtained using a lookup. What could the original developer have done to make this task easier for maintenance
purposes? 

A. Name all stage and links the same. 

B. Name all stages and links based on what they do. 

C. Indicate all stage names within the job annotation. 

D. Name all stage and links with column names and ideas. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11
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In your parallel job design you have selected a parallel shared container to be included. Which area of your job design is
required to be configured to use the parallel shared container? 

A. List the jobs that will be allowed to use the container. 

B. Configure your job properties General tab "Allow Container" option to be True. 

C. Configure the job name reference the parallel shared container originates from. 

D. Configure the number of input and/or output links to support the parallel shared container. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A job design consists of an input Row Generator stage, a Filter stage, followed by a Transformer stage and an output
Sequential File stage. The job is run on an SMP machine with a configuration file defined with three nodes. The
$APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION variable is set to True. How many player processes will this job generate? 

A. 8 

B. 10 

C. 12 

D. 16 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A job design reads from a complex flat file, performs some transformations on the data, and outputs the results to a ISD
output stage. How can the parameter values can be passed to this job at run-time? 

A. Include the parameter values in the data. 

B. Change the properties of the information provider. 

C. Pass the parameter values at the time of the service request. 

D. Execute a DSSetParam with the values at job execution time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two statements about using a Load write method in an Oracle Connector stage to tables that have indexes on
them are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the Upsert mode property to "Index". 
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B. Set the Index mode property to "Bypass". 

C. The Load Write method uses the Parallel Direct Path load method. 

D. The Load Write method uses "Rebuild" mode with no logging automatically. 

E. Set the environment variable APT_ORACLE_LOAD_OPTIONS to "OPTIONS (DIRECT=TRUE,
PARALLEL=FALSE)". 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 15

The derivation for a stage variable is: Upcase(input_column1) : \\' \\' : Upcase(input_column2).Suppose that
input_column1 contains a NULL value. Assume the legacy NULL processing option is turned off. 

Which behavior is expected? 

A. The job aborts. 

B. NULL is written to the target stage variable. 

C. The input row is either dropped or rejected depending on whether the Transformer has a reject link. 

D. The target stage variable is populated with spaces or zeros depending on the stage variable data type. 

Correct Answer: B 
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